Radiographic and computed tomographic evaluation of bone union after medial opening wedge high tibial osteotomy with filling gap.
We evaluated bone union and remodelling in patients undergoing opening-wedge high tibial osteotomy (OWHTO) with bone gaps filled with beta-tricalcium phosphate. We examined the effectiveness of radiography and computed tomography (CT) for the evaluation of bone union and remodelling, and investigated whether lateral hinge fractures affected bone union. Sixty-six cases underwent OWHTO with a combination of a TomoFix plate and a bone substitute. Bone union and remodelling were assessed using the rating system for OWHTO at three and six months, postoperatively. Radiographic evaluation showed that bone union of the lateral hinge was 85% and 100% at three and six months, respectively. Based on CT evaluation, bone union of the lateral hinge and the flange was achieved in all cases at six months, and the bone union of the posterior cortex reached Zone 3 in 83% at six months. Based on radiographic evaluation, bone remodelling phases of bone substitute had progressed in each zone in six months compared with three months. Radiographic and CT analyses identified a Takeuchi type I hinge fracture in fourteen (21.2%) and five (7.6%) knees at two weeks postoperatively, respectively. There were no differences in bone union with and without the lateral hinge fracture. The use of CT enabled us to evaluate the bone union of the flange and the extent of the bone union of the posterior cortex. Plain radiographs are useful to evaluate bone union of the lateral hinge similar to CT analysis. The presence of a Takeuchi type I hinge fracture did not affect bone union.